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based on a talk to CASW, 11 February 2017
So far I have not hung any of my own work in my home because they would be worrying me:
should I cut this one in half? Should I join together another which had been cloven long ago?
Should I clean it or should the imperfections of manufactured tube paint be allowed to take
their course? Should I remove the frame and have raw edges? How much of my life’s work is
discontinued rather than finished? It is best to not quite finish work? However, there are a
few, usually very old, pieces I could live with if I had to, and this Red Feeling/Teimlad
Coch is one.

Red Feeling, 1959-61, oil on oil gesso on hessian, c.102x102 cm

When I spent two years in Switzerland, I travelled widely there and in surrounding countries.
In London I had already been taken by the Italian forerunners of Arte Povera: Alberto Burri
and Roberto Crippa; Catalan artists, Antoni Tapies and Manolo Millares, ‘whose wounds in
his canvasses are gashes not slashes (like those of Fontana)’; and the French artist Jean
Dubuffet. These artists interested me more than post-war North Americans.
Red Feeling has holes which have come naturally by pressing oil gesso through from behind
the hessian support in its loose weave. Those artists I admired often seemed to prefer the
natural colours of everyday materials which were stuck to their pieces. But I also craved an
intensity of colour itself: not so much a brightness but such a profundity of colour as Van
Eyck achieved through up to twenty-two transparent glazes. The incompatibility of poor
materials and glowing depths of paint also attracted me. The idea of how to express deep
crimson on an irregular surface could be taken to a stage further than on the conventional
canvas.
It could, of course, depart from rectangularity. It could be any shape. But any irregular shape
would still limit it. A square is a concentrated shape which does not pull in any one direction,
neither landscape nor portrait. We are physically limited. We could swim but not fly. The
materials we use have to be finite, though space is infinite. They are finite in time as well as
space and they change over the years, as has my red square.
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Yalta, 1980, oil on canvas, 107 x 168 cm

Portraits or historical depiction of heroes are symbols which can exercise power. Many have
been lost in people’s memory but not always entirely forgotten, remaining as faint
recollections or recognitions. As well as an ‘image’, a portrayal can be an ‘archetype’ or a
‘prototype’. These are more symbolic than academic likenesses.
The Three is itself an archetype and recalls trinities. Other archetypes are like vignettes or
stills from a myth: the Hunchback of Notre Dame is like Beauty and the Beast; ‘Death and
the Maiden’ is another. So is the idea of ‘the Hero’ or ‘the Nude’.
Stalin was my hero for many years, especially during World War II. In cinemas in mining
valleys, Stalin used to be cheered and Winston Churchill was booed, possibly because in
1910 Churchill had ordered cavalry, followed by infantry using bayonets and police from
London and Bristol, to disperse picketing and demonstrations at the Cambrian Colliery in the
Rhondda Valley. Also the Worcester Regiment was sent by Churchill against the railway
strike in Llanelli in 1911; deaths resulted and injuries from widespread police brutality and
from the army firing into the crowd. Many deaths, hundreds of injuries and thousands of
imprisonments from 1831 through the twentieth century have been the solutions for
demonstrations for better conditions. Russia during this period had a proportionally larger
series of tragic events, especially during the Tsarist era, invasions, and also later displacement
of populations, and executions.
F.D. Roosevelt probably appears more worthy, despite researches and publications by Joseph
E. Persico and others in recent years about his involvement with intelligence and espionage
operations, and there is evidence he wanted to bomb Tokyo before the Pearl Harbour event.
His OSS was the agency which preceded the CIA.
‘The Big Three’ led the allies through the War, then held the Yalta Conference in February
1945 to discuss Europe’s post-war reorganisation and division. Many films and photographs,
some even in colour, were taken by the Army Signals Corps and similar bodies during the
three men’s famous meeting in the Crimea, and these images became widely familiar. The
event has truly become a positive legend and myth, in the same way that the whole of history
yields myth when it is selected and written.
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But this archetypal triad has become a symbol which, in Yalta, I have tried to reduce and
isolate from the many people who surrounded the three leaders.
History is not an objective monolith but a series of such legends, selected and written and
disseminated.

Iskandaria / Alexandria, 1986, oil on canvas, 234 x 234 cm

Perhaps it was my father’s life in Paris during the 1920s and 1930s, when he would take
coffee at the beautiful cafe of the new Grand Mosque, built in 1926, that may have given
him a taste for oriental music. I don’t know why else, during my early childhood, he
would have tuned into Algerian radio, with music which sounds like, and has close
affinities with, music of the Celtic world. There is a great variety, from AraboAndulusian, Berber music, folk music and other forms. On cool summer nights, to hear
Malouf, a musical style of Andalusian origin, played on a hillside outside Tunis, is
memorable. A recording of the famous Egyptian singer Oum Kolsoum, even in her old
age, is profoundly thrilling. But this is just the tip of a beautiful iceberg.
Alexander Korda’s films of the Arabian Nights fired my imagination, especially after
reading my grandfather’s nineteenth-century volume of an English translation of A
Thousand and One Nights. It had those brightly coloured reproductions of averagelyinteresting, detailed, illustrations reproduced in a grainy mezzotint method. From the age
of 7, scenes of Arabian architectural features and picaresque and magical events from
Scheherazade’s unending stories filled my drawing books.
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During my more adult life the only Arabic-speaking countries in which I have travelled
are Tunisia in 1965, Egypt in the 1980s, and Saudi Arabia in 1990. Each is very different
and visually different. The Mediterranean city of Alexandria is only suggested here by the
archaic clothing and unfashionably orientalist mood of my heavily-glazed oil painting
Iskandaria.
In 1990 I was invited to Saudi Arabia by an engineer who sponsored me to paint in the
ancient city of Jeddah. There I worked directly from life. But the life in the old part of the
city was just as archaic as pictures of the Orient before I had ever been there.

No Reservations, 1958, 1964 and 1979, oil on hardboard, 122 x 122 cm

No Reservations began in 1958 as almost non-representational, if that is possible. Its lower
area suggested / suggests fire and blood. This was done by letting yellow printing ink trickle
thickly across the hardboard support. Thin glazes of alizarin crimson and other transparent
reds were then spread over the yellow printing ink, and over other areas which may have
suggested aerial plans or native American designs.
In 1964 it was simplified and in 1979 figures of indigenous New-World people, blue feathers,
sky and a moccasin were added. The ambivalent untranslatable title came fortuitously, from a
1980s rock band.
Indigenous peoples are still marginalised by ‘international criteria of excellence’. Under the
name of progress and ‘reform’, multinational finance and media domination through AngloAmerican language and infiltration create culturally impoverished consumerist coca-cola
cultures.
Politically acceptable subjects include protests about threats to minority cultures — as long as
these are distant, causes such as opposition in Britain to the Ilusu Dam in Turkey or the dam
on the Yangtse, which depopulated large areas of land.
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While I was working as an art teacher in
an Ealing school, I did postcards with
waterproof ink and Indian ink. I would
stick a stamp on the back and post them
to my grandmother with a short account
of my day.
It took me a long time to realise that
these, as well as larger elaborately letters
of an earlier time, and even stranger
postage from Lausanne later, were some
of my most successful efforts.
Beasts from the Book of Revelation, 1958
waterproof ink and Indian ink on card, c.12 x 22 cm

Why? Because I did not quite think of them as art. It is difficult to cultivate that mentality; it
has to arrive by chance or accident. I sold this picture by accident in the mid 1960s.
Earlier, I had read a lot of the Book of Revelation, translated by William Salesbury into
Welsh from the original ancient texts. But I only realised more recently how William
Morgan, ‘the man who would transform the Welsh language for ever’, was to create a
masterpiece of brilliant prose in his 1588 translation of the Bible. Their knowledge of Greek
and Hebrew was probably equally good.

Porthkerry, 1975, watercolour and Indian ink on paper, c.56 x 76 cm

The title of a picture is usually the last element to be added, like a frame. The painter needs to
be careful because frames and titles colour the picture and its meaning. Porthkerry was once
an Iron-Age fort, a defensive structure on a cliff-top. The little church of Sant Curig gives a
source of the name and, the Porthkerry railway viaduct was to appear in the Dr Who TV
series in 2000.
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But it is mainly the pebbly beach, backed by woods and meadows; the horizontal, Indian-Ink
lines of the sea; changeable watercolour skies; a half-rising sun; a non-existing rock sticking
out of the water; sandy patches with half face, half figure; a marble torso — all clustered into
a kaleidoscopic memory of repeated events.

Capel Bethel, Penarth, 2004, cement, broken glass and gesso on paper, 101 x 70 cm

Capel Bethel is where I was taken on a Sunday as a child. It formed an attractive feature of
artisanal design using pediments and pilasters, yellow and red brick and good proportions.
The air-conditioning, which depended simply on crenellated vents in the wall, worked well.
There I heard the hwyl of preachers like ‘Llewogwy’ (Llew Morris) and the intellectual
arguments of Elfed Lewis in the finely-tuned Welsh of the late nineteenth century. The
acoustics for the minor key of Pantycelyn’s hymns also went into me at early age. I suppose I
am the oldest living member, though my attendance did lapse.
In the early 2000s someone died and left £300,000 to the chapel, so its leaders, who had no
appreciation of the charm of the building persuaded the small congregation that it should be
demolished and a new building take its place. Hearing of this I began to attend again but my
isolated efforts to save the building failed. It was demolished and replaced by a very boring
concrete box.
Therefore this picture with its raw expression of rude paint, glass falling down its surface,
was done on paper, an unusual support for such heavy pendent materials. The anomaly and
order of these orderless materials are a monument and memorial to the philistine event.
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The Childhood of Maponos / Mebyd Mabon, oil on canvas, 142 x 142 cm

Freud invented a way of perceiving the minds of his contemporaries with symbolism similar
to poets of his time. The ‘complexes’ were realised through the characters of Greek tragic
drama; archetypes acted them out in his eyes, through his patients.
Every culture’s mythology has its own slant. We derive ideas about Celtic mythology from
Irish and Welsh texts, and from carvings from many parts of Europe, including Britain. It
possesses a symbolism and a distinctively different logic which often appears to underlie the
thinking and story-telling of people, even today, people who may have never even heard of
the Mabinogion.
The Mabinogion have come from many different sources at different times and much other
analogous material must be lost. Maponos probably gives us the name of Mabon, in one text
of the Mabinogion only. Out of the earliest Celtic pantheon, ascertained from carvings and
texts, Maponos (son) of Matrona (mother) reappears in the fragmented dynasties of the
Mabinogion as Mabon son of Madron, presumably fathered by Mellt (lightening). Mabon had
been taken from his mother when three nights old and imprisoned in Caerloyw (Gloucester).
The labours of Culhwch to win Olwen, daughter of Ysbaddydden, required Mabon’s services.
Nothing could dress Ysbaddydden’s hair except the comb and shears to be found between the
ears of Twrch Trwyth, the boar and only Mabon could hunt him. Mysterious wooden
tweezers and another boar’s tusk, as a razor, were also needed. The boar had been for
centuries depicted as a sacred animal and symbol of bravery.
The painting is a childhood memory of Mabon’s life before him. The picture of the hand on
the wall in the painting suggests upbringing and the absent mother. The picture within my
picture is from a nineteenth-century painting of a woman with her finger inside a book. Other
details are obscurely placed in a half-open drawer as if to foretell the hero’s future exploits,
his imprisonment and his hunt of the boar.
Through the open door, the thundery outside world is the masculine world of Mellt.
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Blodeuwedd, 2000, oil on canvas, 127 x 102 cm

For small countries like Iceland, Ireland and Wales to have ancient mythologies of their own
is an immeasurably rich gift. Powerful women are described everywhere in the Mabinogion:
the Lady of the Feats, or the Exploits, of the Dolorous Hill; the Lady of the Fountain whose
feast, that had been three years in preparation, was consumed in just three months; Rhiannon,
equivalent of Epona of the divine horse-cult; and Branwen, who recognises that the island is
really her brother wading over to rescue her, and that the lakes each side of the ridge are his
two eyes.
In one of the best-known legends, the unfaithful wife Blodeuwedd persuades her
supernaturally gifted husband to reveal to her the ostensibly impossible conditions under
which he can be killed. For he cannot be slain within a house nor outside, nor on horseback or
on foot.
Lleu Llaw Gyffes had been unable to marry a human wife but the magi Math and Gwydion
took flowers from the oak, broom and meadowsweet to invent the most beautiful maiden ever
seen. Later, when Lleu was away, the Lord of Penllyn, Gronw Pebyr, a stranger, was given
hospitality by the young wife. They then became lovers and planned Lleu’s death. Lleu was
induced to reveal to her that he could not be killed by day or night, neither inside nor out, not
clothed nor naked, not riding or walking, nor by any weapon lawfully made.
My painting, Blodeuwedd, shows him in positions which solved the problems for Gronw,
who strikes him with a spear which he made while staying away from Mass. When he is
smitten Lleu turns into an eagle, summarily depicted above his head, and his unfaithful wife
into an owl, which is shown ambiguously as her hair, in the painting.
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Caethdra, c.2000, tempera on paper, c.56 x 76cm

So as not to make mistakes in painting and to paint more directly and simply I gave up
painting sometime in the 1980s and concentrated on large drawings, c.100 x 70 cm. They had
been intended as plans for large paintings but the medium took on a life of its own; form
appeared in and from the irregularities of the papers’ surfaces. Crayon, pastel, light
watercolour, tempera and gouache had their own character rather than being a study or
preparation for oil on canvas.
Over a period I painted a number of pictures, some of which were identical, others differing
in a number of respects and also in media. These titles which mean ‘captivity’ or ideas related
to it — ‘Caethiwed’ 1990-91; ‘Caethiwed Melus’, 1991; ‘Captivity’, 1991-92; ‘Caethder’,
1993-4; ‘Caethineb’, 1994; ‘Caethni’, 1996-7; ‘Caethiant’, 2000. Another word I considered
and may have used as a title was Caethdra, possibly what this picture was called. The first,
‘Caethiwed’, had been sold by accident at an exhibition in Hull. All the subsequent versions
were also bought soon after I painted them. (One was recently brought back to me by the
buyer after a couple of decades, asking to exchange it for another work.)
In the foreground here is a cup of Turkish coffee and an ‘Ibrik’ or ‘Finjan’ or coffee-pot. The
person who has abandoned them may be where the spectator stands. They draw you into the
scene, some of which does not have the same present-tense substantiality.
In ambiguous interior spaces shadows can have more substance than the ordinary objects in
accidental positions which cast those shadows. They look odd and are not separated from the
granular texture of memory. The method and peculiar characteristics of each medium are
important in order to express such visions and sometimes produce them accidentally.
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The similarities between dreams, films and painting lie in the uncovering of secrets, a series
of disguises and veils.
The first picture in this series, ‘Caethiwed’, had been done on paper with tempera, spray,
rubbing and eliminating, and adding images as they appeared by chance from the paint. It
was also part of my suspending activities of painting on canvas. Other versions of it I had to
enlarge from reproductions of the accidentally-sold original, attempting to apply the identical
scene to oil paint on canvas. My aim was to bring back the lost original painting through
recalling it precisely from the large reproduction I possessed. It was an extremely difficult
exercise. In doing so, I had to take the larger canvas to the dining-room to study the table
cloth and objects on the table in daylight. This exercise may seem perverse; perhaps I had
some odd attachment to the almost invisible parts of the original. Usually I try to make every
work conceptually, even physically, different from every other. I like to keep key pictures
and in this unforeseen event a key picture had been sold and there was a sense of loss, so I
was determined to bring it back to life, both in the same media and in other media, in its
identical original form and also with variations.

Background note
Ivor Davies lives in Penarth, south Wales. A major solo exhibition of his work, Silent Explosion: Ivor
Davies and Destruction in Art, opened at National Museum Cardiff in 2015.
© the artist
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